
B I N G O
The Restaurant 
Manager and the 
waiter has Sam 
suspicious

A body is salted 
and burned

A death is shown 
by mere blood 
splatter 

Brothers pretend 
to be FBI agents

The brothers 
meet up with the 
Ghostfacers

The First Blade 
and or the Mark 
of Cain is 
referenced

Research is done 
on a laptop

Harry and Ed 
mock the Brothers 
for not being a 
part of the Social 
Media

Kevin and or Mrs. 
Tran is referenced

Rock salt bullets 
and or Salt is 
used

Dean gives Harry 
and Ed a hard 
time

An EMF is seen 
and or used

IMPALA'S 
FREE PARKING 
SPACE

Any form of 
alcohol is 
consumed

Sam makes his 
bitchface

Sam and Dean 
rescue one or 
both of the 
Ghostfacers

A grave is dug Sam and Dean 
have another 
discussion about 
their issues

Brothers talk 
together on the 
cell phone

Crowley and or 
Castiel is 
referenced

Dean makes a 
movie and or tv 
reference

A brother or 
brothers gets 
tossed by an 
angry spirit or by 
the MOTW

The Brothers stay 
at a Motel

Coffee is served 
and or drank

Dean says SOB



B I N G O
The Brothers stay 
at a Motel

Dean makes a 
movie and or tv 
reference

Dean says SOB A brother or 
brothers gets 
tossed by an 
angry spirit or by 
the MOTW

Coffee is served 
and or drank

A grave is dug Sam and Dean 
have another 
discussion about 
their issues

Sam and Dean 
rescue one or 
both of the 
Ghostfacers

Crowley and or 
Castiel is 
referenced

Brothers talk 
together on the 
cell phone

An EMF is seen 
and or used

Any form of 
alcohol is 
consumed

IMPALA'S 
FREE PARKING 
SPACE

Sam makes his 
bitchface

A death is shown 
by mere blood 
splatter 

The brothers 
meet up with the 
Ghostfacers

Brothers pretend 
to be FBI agents

Dean gives Harry 
and Ed a hard 
time

The Restaurant 
Manager and the 
waiter has Sam 
suspicious

A body is salted 
and burned

Harry and Ed 
mock the 
Brothers for not 
being a part of 
the Social Media

Kevin and or Mrs. 
Tran is referenced

The First Blade 
and or the Mark of 
Cain is referenced

Research is done 
on a laptop

Rock salt bullets 
and or Salt is 
used



 

 

B I N G O
The First Blade 
and or the Mark 
of Cain is 
referenced

Harry and Ed 
mock the 
Brothers for not 
being a part of 
the Social Media

Rock salt bullets 
and or Salt is 
used

Kevin and or Mrs. 
Tran is referenced

Research is done 
on a laptop

Brothers pretend 
to be FBI agents

Dean gives Harry 
and Ed a hard 
time

The brothers meet 
up with the 
Ghostfacers

A body is salted 
and burned

The Restaurant 
Manager and the 
waiter has Sam 
suspicious

Any form of 
alcohol is 
consumed

Sam makes his 
bitchface

IMPALA'S FREE 
PARKING SPACE

The Brothers stay 
at a Motel

Dean says SOB

Coffee is served 
and or drank

A brother or 
brothers gets 
tossed by an 
angry spirit or by 
the MOTW

An EMF is seen 
and or used

A death is shown 
by mere blood 
splatter 

Dean makes a 
movie and or tv 
reference

Sam and Dean 
rescue one or 
both of the 
Ghostfacers

Crowley and or 
Castiel is 
referenced

A grave is dug Sam and Dean 
have another 
discussion about 
their issues

Brothers talk 
together on the 
cell phone



B I N G O
A grave is dug Sam and Dean 

rescue one or 
both of the 
Ghostfacers

Brothers talk 
together on the 
cell phone

Crowley and or 
Castiel is 
referenced

Sam and Dean 
have another 
discussion about 
their issues

A brother or 
brothers gets 
tossed by an 
angry spirit or 
by the MOTW

An EMF is seen 
and or used

Coffee is served 
and or drank

Dean makes a 
movie and or tv 
reference

The Brothers 
stay at a Motel

Sam makes his 
bitchface

A death is 
shown by mere 
blood splatter 

IMPALA'S FREE 
PARKING SPACE

Dean says SOB Rock salt bullets 
and or Salt is 
used

Research is 
done on a 
laptop

Kevin and or 
Mrs. Tran is 
referenced

Any form of 
alcohol is 
consumed

The First Blade 
and or the Mark 
of Cain is 
referenced

Harry and Ed 
mock the 
Brothers for not 
being a part of 
the Social Media

The brothers 
meet up with 
the Ghostfacers

A body is salted 
and burned

Brothers 
pretend to be 
FBI agents

Dean gives 
Harry and Ed a 
hard time

The Restaurant 
Manager and 
the waiter has 
Sam suspicious



B I N G O
Brothers pretend 
to be FBI agents

The brothers 
meet up with the 
Ghostfacers

The Restaurant 
Manager and the 
waiter has Sam 
suspicious

A body is salted 
and burned

Dean gives Harry 
and Ed a hard 
time

Kevin and or Mrs. 
Tran is referenced

Any form of 
alcohol is 
consumed

Research is done 
on a laptop

Harry and Ed 
mock the 
Brothers for not 
being a part of 
the Social Media

The First Blade 
and or the Mark 
of Cain is 
referenced

A death is shown 
by mere blood 
splatter 

Dean says SOB IMPALA'S FREE  
PARKING SPACE

Rock salt bullets 
and or Salt is 
used

Brothers talk 
together on the 
cell phone

Sam and Dean 
have another 
discussion about 
their issues

Crowley and or 
Castiel is 
referenced

Sam makes his 
bitchface

A grave is dug Sam and Dean 
rescue one or 
both of the 
Ghostfacers

Coffee is served 
and or drank

Dean makes a 
movie and or tv 
reference

A brother or 
brothers gets 
tossed by an 
angry spirit or by 
the MOTW

An EMF is seen 
and or used

The Brothers stay 
at a Motel


